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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

MandiCasa's Systems and

Workstations Design the Kitchen Into

a Luxury Living Space 

Kitchen, dining and living areas are merging more and more into one fluid

environment. This home trend brings out the need to blend functionality and

aesthetics in new ways as the kitchen transforms into more than mere cooking

space. MandiCasa’s luxury workstations, storage systems, and extendable surfaces

help you achieve that goal.

WING

The Wing cabinet features handleless pocket doors that fold out of view to the sides

of the unit to reveal a fully equipped storage area / workstation. Elements available

to customize the unit include drawers, open shelves, a backlit accessorized panel,

counter space, a pull-out stainless steel worktop, and appliances cabinets.

Wing cabinets can be paired together (pictured), with each unit dedicated to specific

functions. They can stand alone or integrate within the pantry wall. When the pocket

doors are closed, the element becomes a sophisticated furnishing solution that

bridges across kitchen and living spaces.

HIDE

With Hide, all the functional areas of the kitchen can remain out of view when not in

use. The system expands the Wing concept even further, creating luxury

workstations that bring kitchen, dining, and living room together and are ideal for

entertaining guests at home.

Every Hide unit comes with bi-folding pocket doors and even more space to organize

to one’s needs with appliances cabinets, open shelves systems, drawers, storage
racks, sinks and cooktops. The finishes can match the rest of the kitchen to create

effortless visual continuity, while the placement of the lights inside the unit enhances

the appeal of the system and the entire design.

MOVER

Mover is designed to make the most of the wall space under the upper cabinets,

behind the kitchen’s worktop. A vertical sliding panel gives access to a storage unit
customizable with open shelves and racks to keep glassware, utensils, containers,

and other often-used kitchen items close at hand.

When not needed, the items disappear by simply sliding the panel upwards. The

silent rails ensure constant fluid movement. Both inside and outside, the unit can

match the finishes of your MandiCasa kitchen, giving the wall space an elegant

clutter-free aesthetic at all times.

CORNER

Corner is a snack counter system made to expand the usable surface of the kitchen

island. A recessed sliding mechanism with aluminum tracks allows the counter to
slide out diagonally, almost doubling the worktop space, and then retreat onto the

island when no longer needed.

Corner is available for wood veneered snack counters with 45° edges and straight-

edged Fenix laminate tops.

PIVOT DOORS

Pivot doors give designers great freedom to hide passageways connecting the

kitchen to adjacent rooms, wine cellars, wet kitchens, or pantry areas. Available in
the same finish as the tall cabinets, the doors maintain the visual continuity of the

design.

MandiCasa's kitchens and systems are available in North America through
MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, New York, Miami, Hollywood FL,

and MandiCasa authorized dealers in Naples FL, Costa Mesa CA, Toronto, Canada,

and (coming soon) in Honolulu HI and Annapolis MD.

Our showrooms welcome walk-ins, private appointments,

and guided showroom tours via video call.

Never miss a beat - Follow us on our Official MandiCasa social accounts for the

latest updates, exclusive content, and more! 
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MandiCasa is Dario Snaidero's new brand which offers a curated collection of Made-in-Italy products for North
American luxury homes showcasing its own MandiCasa brand of modern luxury kitchen cabinets along with closet

systems by Caccaro, bathrooms by Novello and interior doors by Henry Glass.
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